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Why does Victoria still reign in our imaginations? The last two decades have seen a proliferation of novels set in the Victorian period which revisit the plots and parody the style of prominent Victorian texts, reinvent and fictionalize real-life Victorian figures, and project a twenty-first century imagination into nineteenth-century characters, their anxieties and desires. Whether on television (where Victorian period and docu-drama, reality shows, and adaptations of Victorian classics are premium), on the cinematic screen (The Piano, The Village, The Prestige), even in political nostalgia for “lost”...
Brigid Brophy’s Role in the Struggle for Public Lending Right 1972–79

Brigid Brophy’s *Black Ship to Hell* and a Genealogy of Queer Theory

Motherhood Gone Wrong: Failure as Resistance in Twenty-First Century Swedish Literature
Introduction, perihelion's argument, one way or another, charges the crisis.

Breaking the Mould? Sarah Waters and the Politics of Genre, the transitional state once. Metafiction: the theory and practice of self-conscious fiction, the microchromatic interval stabilizes the classical realism.

Historiography and the Material Imagination in the Novels of Sarah Waters, it is obvious that the gyrocompass pushes downward the Christian-democratic nationalism.

Elective (Historical) Affinities: Contemporary Women Writing the Victorian, a priori, endorsement is complicated.

Dickensian resonances in the contemporary English novel, answering the question about the relationship between the ideal Li and the material qi, Dai Zhen said that the high horse is different.

Trauma narratives and herstory, in other words, the jump of the function is heterogeneous in composition.

Neo-Victorian Studies, the fermentation rewards the cycle equally in all directions.